


     a. Wanting.
     b. Not embodying already having whatever you want. 
     c. Inaction.

DAY 1: QUANTUM FIELD
CONNECTION

1. Manifestation Pitfalls:

HOMEWORK: 
What’s one moment of silence or joy that you felt connected to the Quantum
Field? Share in the group.

2. Quantum Field is the field of infinite possibilities for human potential.

3. What does the Quantum Field represents to you?

4. You are the peace, love, joy, success, and abundance, whatever you are
seeking.

5. What life dreams do you want to manifest?

AWARENESS TRAINING:  AM I IN THINKING OR THE CORE?



DAY 2: ENERGETIC MAP

1. Your intention has the power to completely transform your life.

HOMEWORK: 
What are weekly, monthly, yearly, 5 year goals for one thing you want to
manifest?

2. We manifest what we want in life, in alignment with our life purposes,
from the depth of our being.

3. What powers Manifestation is the emotion of already having it.

4. Throughout the day, check whether your actions coming from a lack or
abundance state.

5. It’s helpful to have an energetic life map for your life.

FACE EMBRACE EMBODY THE NEW POSSIBILITY

6. Set one goal that you want to manifest.

7. You face it until you make it for the area you have blocks.

AWARENESS TRAINING: DO I TAKE ACTION FROM A STATE OF LACK
OR ABUNDANCE?



DAY 3: DARE TO BE LIMITLESS

1. Every moment is new and fresh in the Quantum Field, all possibilities
are available to everyone of us.

HOMEWORK: 
What is one dare action you want to take? Share in our Facebook group.

2. Our limitations and resistance come from outdated protective
mechanisms. One courageous action you will take to realese a limitation?.

3. What is one limitation you want to let go?.

AWARENESS TRAINING: DO I CREATE RESULTS FROM A STATE OF
CONTROL OR TRUST?

OVERALL WORKSHOP

What are your key takeaways?


